Small Seam Sealer Dispensing Options

TRADITIONAL
CRL sealant dispensing (plews) gun

NEW
MK H1X mid-grip ergonomic cartridge gun

The traditional application method for low viscosity, small joint seam sealer materials has involved the use of the CRL dispensing gun. This gun has served the window and door industry well when used with traditional high VOC, solvent cut sealant materials. With the advent of new technology designed specifically for the window and door industry a new approach is necessary. This new technology, based on 100% high performance silicone, maintains traditional application properties with many added benefits. When coupled with the MK H1X cartridge gun the traditional ease of application is maintained while

- The MK H1X allows the use of advanced silicone technology while at the same time maintaining the traditional feel of older solvent borne systems.
- The mid-grip design keeps your hand close to the work for detailed and accurate sealant application.
- The need for time consuming filling of the CRL gun is eliminated.
- The convenience of cartridge use and application with pin point application accuracy is maintained.
- Time consuming dispensing gun cleaning is eliminated.

Pecora small joint seam sealer may be used in both traditional equipment as well as the new ergonomic mid handle, cartridge dispensing gun designs.

Contact information for MK H1X mid-grip ergonomic cartridge gun:

U.S.A.
M. Kroger, Inc.

Joe Torres

c/o KMB
50 Village Pointe Drive
Powell, OH 43065
U.S.A.
Tel.: +1 614-734-2699
Cell.: +1 614-332-5840
Fax: +1 614-734-2683
Email: jjtoro@att.net